
Early Years Pedagogy at East Park Academy 

At East Park Academy we intend to provide our youngest children with the skills to become 

happy, independent and keen life-long learners. They are at the heart of everything we do. We 

have a fundamental belief in ‘The Unique Child’: understanding how they learn and develop 

through exploratory play in different ways, the importance of following their interests and 

leading their own learning by accessing our high quality, enabling environments. As their first 

educators, we also understand how vital the role of the parent is in a child’s early development, 

and the importance of cultivating a strong partnership of communication, trust and respect. 

The implementation of our Early Years curriculum is one that has been created, tailored and 

honed specifically for the Nursery and Reception children of East Park. The Prime Areas are 

embedded holistically throughout our approach, with precision communication and language 

development underpinned by ample ‘time for talk’ that feeds into each subject. They are also 

encouraged to take pride in their achievements whilst developing self-regulation and management 

of their own feelings through positive examples, in turn developing healthy relationships with 

adults and peers. Children are taught to see the beauty of nature and encouraged to be curious 

about the natural world around them, whilst also nurturing their particular passions in music, 

dance, drama and craft through a wide range of child and adult led activities. 

Children receive a carefully balanced diet of directed teaching in Phonics, Literacy and Maths, 

complemented by daily extended continuous provision where they have the opportunity to put 

these key skills into practice through independent application. To facilitate this, our highly skilled 

practitioners observe and identify ‘teachable moments’ specific to that child through the 

modelling of language, showing, demonstrating and explaining, exploring ideas and questioning, 

providing a narrative and setting challenges, to gauge understanding of each taught concept. 

To demonstrate impact in our East Park Academy EYFS, ongoing assessment plays an integral 

part of the learning and development processes. Our practitioners observe pupils in play, collecting 

anecdotal, electronic and physical evidence that is collated in an individual Learning Journey. 

Practitioner judgements are based in part on the summation of this evidence, as well as their 

own intrinsic knowledge of the child and their next steps. 

Towards the end of a child’s time in Reception, practitioners plan for and prepare them for 

the shift in structure to enable them to be ready for Key Stage 1. They liaise closely with Year 

1 staff to ensure a smooth transition through accurate sharing of pupil information and regular 

chances to experience this new environment, in preparation for the new academic year. 

Our Early Years Foundation Stage is precisely that - a foundation of quality learning 

experiences, with the highest expectations, giving every child the very best chances to build upon 

as they progress in their own learning journey through education and beyond. 


